
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: Countries\' meeting in a neighboring country to
discuss the situation in Iraq without Iraqi representation is faulty

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Iraqi National Alliance, indicated that countries\' meeting

in a neighboring country to discuss the situation in Iraq with the absence of representation of

Iraqi people or Iraqi government is described by faulty, addressing his speech to the

meeting\'s parties \"who gave you the right to be the custodian on Iraq and its people and any

right to sit and discuss Iraqi affairs with the absence of Iraqis,\" counting this act a

violation of national sovereignty and dignity of Iraq, calling those countries to stop testing

the patience of Iraqis for it has limits, noting that a moment will come when Iraqis remember

their brothers by the size of wrong doings committed against them .

\r\n

This took place in the annual Husseini gathering, titled Hussein Unites Us, at the office of

First Deputy Parliament Speaker Sheikh Humam Baqir Abdul majeed Hamoudi Thursday, 13/10/2016.

\r\n

His eminence stressed that the borders of Iraq are the borders of their country in response to

those who demanded that Iraq\'s commitment to its borders, noting that the Iraqis are committed

to their borders and the others should keep the borders of their own, expressing his surprise

to the insistence of some sides to destroy bridges of trust, friendship and common interests

with Iraqis, particularly those who Iraqis had lend hands to, treated as an ally and a

strategic partner, signed 70 agreements and had an outstanding presence of its partners in

Iraq, expressing regret to return the favor with abuse.

\r\n

His eminence stressed the rejection of Iraqis to expressions of arrogance and superiority

calling those parties to be objective and read the facts on the ground and abandon the acts of

imposition on Iraq , affirming the willing of Iraqis not to slip into a sectarian policy that

cut bridges of friendship, refusing all sectarian descriptions that some are trying to

fabricate on the popular forces, wondering if the popular forces were sectarian, would they

remain defending their land and deflect Daesh, or leaving usurped cities and its suffering

people, but they were motivated based on the patriotism that they have, calling on those who

accuse the popular forces of sectarianism to ask the people who were freed from Daesh,

stressing that the mistakes are not justified and everyone makes mistakes, but there is great

difference between an unintentional mistake and a designed mistake, indicating that accusations

of sectarianism to the popular forces had been spread at the same time with the targetting of

innocent people in Sana\'a, warning from Daesh attempts to take advantage of side battles

created by some sides, while Iraq is immune from Daesh unlike other countries in the region



that would be sunk by it.


